Current noise around steady states in discrete transport systems.
Subject of this paper is the transport noise in discrete systems. The transport systems are given by a number (n) of binding sites separated by energy barriers. These binding sites may be in contact outer reservoirs. The state of the systems is characterized by the occupation numbers of particles (current carriers) at these binding sites. The change in time of the occupation numbers is generated by individual "jumps" of particles over the energy barriers, building up the flux matter (for charged particles: the electric current). In the limit n leads to infinity continuum processes as e.g. usual diffusion are included in the transport model. The fluctuations in occupation numbers and other quantities linearly coupled to the occupation numbers may be treated with the usual master equation approach. The treatment of the fluctuation in fluxes (current) makes necessary a different theoretical approach which is presented in this paper under the assumption of vanishing interactions between the particles. This approach may be applied to a number of different transport systems in biology and physics (ion transport through porous channels in membranes, carriers mediated ion transport through membranes, jump diffusion e.g. in superionic conductors). As in the master equation approach the calculation of correlations and noise spectra may be reduced to the solution of the macroscopic equations for the occupation numbers. This result may be regarded as a generalization to non-equilibrium current fluctuations of the usual Nyquist theorem relating the current (voltage) noise spectrum in thermal equilibrium to the macroscopic frequency dependent admittance. The validity of the general approach is demonstrated by the calculation of the autocorrelation function and spectrum of current noise for a number of special examples (e.g. pores in membranes, carrier mediated ion transport).